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Abstract
Using data from the ECB￿ s Survey of Professional Forecasters, we investigate the
reporting practices of survey participants by comparing their point predictions and the
mean/median/mode of their probability forecasts. We ￿nd that the individual point
predictions, on average, tend to be biased towards favourable outcomes: they suggest
too high growth and too low in￿ ation rates. Most importantly, for each survey round,
the aggregate survey results based on the average of the individual point predictions
are also biased. These ￿ndings cast doubt on combined survey measures that average
individual point predictions. Survey results based on probability forecasts are more
reliable.
Keywords: point estimates, subjective probability distributions, Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF),
survey methods
JEL Classi￿cation: C42, E31, E475
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Non-technical summary
Expectations for key macroeconomic variables like in￿ ation and GDP growth are funda-
mental for economic decisions. Surveys that collect the views of professional forecasters
on the outlook for those variables receive a great deal of attention nowadays. On a regular
basis, all central banks scrutinise survey results to infer the outlook for the economy and
to gauge their credibility. Researchers use survey data as stylised facts to motivate their
work or to assess the predictions of their models. Market participants check the most
recent macroeconomic forecasts to be aware of available information. Yet, central banks,
researchers, market participants and media focus only on the aggregate results of each
survey round.
Survey users, and the institutions that commission the surveys, appear to assume
that the reported point predictions correspond to the means of the panelists￿subjective
probability forecasts. Survey questionnaires, however, do not explicitly request panelists
to report the mean of their forecasts, nor any other speci￿c measure of central tendency
(median/mode). What forecasters￿point predictions actually represent is therefore unclear.
This lack of information casts doubt on the usual practice of summarising survey results
by averaging the point predictions across forecasters. Without speci￿c knowledge of what
the individual point predictions are, the interpretation of their average (or median) is
also unclear. Depending on the panelists￿ reporting preferences, the average of point
predictions may well be an average of heterogeneous central tendencies (means, medians
and modes), a number without any meaningful interpretation. The correct interpretation
of the survey results therefore requires an understanding of the reporting practices of
survey participants.
This paper analyses the reporting practices of participants in the ECB￿ s Survey of
Professional Forecasters by comparing their point predictions and the central tenden-
cies of their probability forecasts. We ￿nd that point estimates often di⁄er from the
mean/median/mode of the corresponding probability distributions, and that discrepan-
cies tend to present favourable scenarios, i.e. too high growth and too low in￿ ation rates.
These results support recent ￿ndings for the short-term forecasts from the US SPF. Fur-
thermore, our ￿ndings are robust across forecast horizons, and across methodologies to
estimate the central tendencies of the SPF probability forecasts. We therefore conclude
that those two features are intrinsic features of the reporting practices of survey partici-
pants.
We would like to stress that our results should not be interpreted as suggesting that
survey data are fundamentally ￿ awed and should be discarded. Much to the contrary,
a key message from our results is that further research on the reporting practices of
forecasters is very much needed. Evidence on a favourable reporting bias is available for
two major surveys that request both point and probability forecasts for macroeconomic
variables (see Engelberg, Manski and Williams [2007], Clements [2007] for the US SPF,
and this paper for the ECB￿ s SPF) and, to a lesser extent, for the Bank of England￿ s
Survey of External Forecasters (SEF) (see Boero, Smith and Wallis [2007] ). Providing
an explanation for those reporting practices is beyond the scope of this paper, but our
results also suggest that future research should consider the potential role of asymmetries
in the probability forecasts. Further research on this topic should consider robustness
to the necessary assumptions to ￿nd evidence of asymmetries in either forecasters￿loss
functions or forecasters￿density forecasts, or both, which could help explain the stylised
facts reported here.6
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Our results also have implications for the institutions commissioning macroeconomic
surveys. These institutions should ask their panelists to report more speci￿c informa-
tion about their forecasts, preferably requesting probability forecasts or, at least, detailed
information on their reporting practices. This additional information should enable the
publication of more reliable measures of combined forecasts. Surveys are widely used for
a variety of purposes and are likely to be used further in the near future. Further research
and additional information from the panelists are key to strengthen even further the use
of survey data.7
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1 Introduction
Do we use survey results correctly? Surveys that collect the views of professional fore-
casters on the outlook for key macroeconomic variables, particularly GDP growth and
in￿ ation, receive a great deal of attention nowadays.1 On a regular basis, all central banks
scrutinise survey results to infer the outlook for the economy and to gauge their credibility.
Researchers use survey data as stylised facts to motivate their work or to assess the predic-
tions of their models. Market participants check the most recent macroeconomic forecasts
to be aware of available information. Yet, central banks, researchers, market participants
and media focus only on the aggregate results of each survey round. The average of the
individual point predictions is used to summarise the survey results. But does it? And, if
so, how accurately? This is our concern here.
Survey users, and the institutions that commission the surveys, appear to assume
that the reported point predictions correspond to the means of the panelists￿subjective
probability forecasts. Survey questionnaires, however, do not explicitly request panelists
to report the mean of their forecasts, nor any other speci￿c measure of central tendency
(median/mode). What forecasters￿point predictions actually represent is therefore unclear.
This lack of information casts doubt on the usual practice of summarising survey results
by averaging the point predictions across forecasters. Without speci￿c knowledge of what
the individual point predictions are, the interpretation of their average (or median) is
also unclear. Depending on the panelists￿ reporting preferences, the average of point
predictions may well be an average of heterogeneous central tendencies (means, medians
and modes), a number without any meaningful interpretation. The correct interpretation
of the survey results therefore requires an understanding of the reporting practices of
survey participants.
To ￿nd out what the reported point predictions are, we need information about the
probability forecasts underlying those point predictions. For this purpose, we use a new
dataset, from the Survey of Professional Forecasters of the European Central Bank (the
ECB￿ s SPF henceforth).2 In every quarterly survey, together with point predictions, the
ECB￿ s SPF requests probabilities for the real GDP growth and in￿ ation falling within a
range of predetermined intervals, i.e. a density forecast in the form of a histogram.
Using the methodology introduced in Garc￿a and Manzanares [2007] to estimate the
panelists￿ subjective density forecast, we compare the means (and medians/modes) of
those densities with the reported point predictions. We investigate panelists￿reporting
1A general concern about survey data is that participants have little incentive to provide their true
expectations. However, the superior forecasting performance of surveys recently documented by Ang et al.
[2007] casts doubt on such concerns and is likely to have contributed to reviving interest in survey data.
2See www.ecb.int/stats/ prices/indic/forecast/html/index.en.html.8
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practices across three di⁄erent horizons (one year ahead, two years ahead and a longer
horizon of ￿ve years ahead), and for two key forecast variables, GDP growth and in￿ ation.
We analyse about 1,400 point and probability forecasts for each variable and each horizon
for the period 1999Q1-2006Q4. We then assess the impact of the discrepancies between the
individual point predictions and the probability forecasts on the aggregate survey results.
Our main ￿ndings are as follows. As regards the reporting practices of survey partici-
pants, the comparison of the estimated central tendencies of the probability forecasts and
the reported point predictions provides two key pieces of evidence. First, point predictions
often di⁄er from the mean/median/mode of the corresponding probability distributions.
Second, the discrepancies between the point predictions and the central tendencies show
a favourable bias, i.e. point forecasts tend to be too high for real GDP growth and too
low for in￿ ation.
These ￿ndings are robust across forecast horizons. For example, focusing on the mean
of the probability forecasts, for forecasts one year, two years and ￿ve years ahead, the
average reporting bias of in￿ ation point predictions is -0.08%, -0.06% and -0.02%, re￿ ect-
ing that 73%, 64% and 57% of the in￿ ation point predictions are lower than the mean
of the corresponding probability forecast. In contrast, for growth forecasts, the average
reporting bias of point predictions is positive for the three horizons (0.01%, 0.04% and
0.05% respectively). Although the average bias appears to be limited, it conceals signif-
icant individual reporting biases with respect to the mean of the probability forecasts:
discrepancies of 0.2% are quite common in our sample. Moreover, the favourable report-
ing bias in the point predictions holds for the three main location measures suggested by
probability theory, namely the mean, the median and the mode.
As regards the aggregate survey results, the impact of the individual reporting biases
on the average of the point predictions is both qualitatively and quantitatively important.
For each survey round, we compare the average of the reported point predictions with two
alternative measures based on the probability forecasts: the mean of the combined prob-
ability distribution constructed by averaging the individual histograms, and the average
of the means of the subjective individual probability forecasts. We show that: (i) aggre-
gate survey results are also biased: on average, in￿ ation ￿gures are biased downwards and
GDP growth ￿gures upwards; (ii) the size of the bias however varies across survey rounds,
variables and forecast horizons, thereby making it rather di¢ cult to correct for it. Overall,
in￿ ation results appear more distorted than growth ones. For example, the use of point
predictions leads to a downward bias in the level of long-term in￿ ation expectations, of
about 0.05% on average, and is also misleading about the direction of their changes over
time, two distortions that are crucial for anybody interested in monitoring developments
in long-term in￿ ation expectations.9
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This paper belongs to a recent stream of literature that analyses the rationality of
macroeconomic forecasts, not in terms of the information used in their production but
rather in terms of their internal consistency. Using US SPF data, Engelberg, Manski and
Williams [2007] and Clements [2007] provide evidence of a favourable reporting bias in the
individual point predictions for GDP growth and in￿ ation forecast one year ahead. We
use a di⁄erent dataset, and an alternative methodology to estimate the central tendencies
of the probability forecasts, and we also show that the favourable reporting bias holds
for longer forecast horizons. Our results strengthen the ￿ndings for individual forecasts
in US survey data. Our emphasis is however on their impact on the aggregate survey
results because central bankers, researchers, market participants and media usually just
focus on them. Boero, Smith and Wallis [2006] also investigate the reporting practices
of participants in the Bank of England￿ s Survey of External Forecasters (SEF) but the
evidence seems to be less conclusive for UK survey data.
The documentation of inconsistencies between point and probability forecasts have also
triggered interest in the potential explanatory role of asymmetric loss functions (see Patton
and Timmermann [2007], Clements [2007] and CapistrÆn and Timmermann [2006]). This
line of research has so far focused on US SPF data. Our ￿ndings for the ECB￿ s SPF could
generate further interest in investigating the reasons behind those inconsistencies in euro
area forecasts. As a contribution to this line of research, we also provide some evidence
that the asymmetries in the subjective density forecasts are a potential factor behind the
heterogeneity in survey respondents￿reporting practices that we ￿nd in our analysis.
Our ￿ndings cast doubt on the interpretation of combined measures that average indi-
vidual point predictions, and strengthen the case for focusing on the probability forecasts.
From the probability forecasts we can calculate more reliable estimates of the combined
forecast. Furthermore, we can also gauge the uncertainty and asymmetries in perceived
risks surrounding the baseline forecast, which will improve our understanding of many
economic phenomena.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the ECB￿ s
Survey of Professional Forecasters and describes the key features of its dataset. Section 3
provides the comparison between the reported point forecasts and the probability distri-
butions. We assess the impact of the individual reporting biases on the survey results in
Section 4. Section 5 discusses some potential explanations for the presence of reporting
biases and stresses asymmetries in the subjective probability distributions as a potential
cause. Finally, Section 6 concludes.10
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2 The ECB￿ s Survey of Professional Forecasters
The European Central Bank (ECB) has since 1999 conducted a quarterly survey of ex-
pectations for euro area key macroeconomic variables. The survey is called the ECB￿ s
Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF) to re￿ ect that all panelists are European experts
who regularly forecast in￿ ation and the real GDP growth rate. In addition to point pre-
dictions, the ECB￿ s SPF also requests probability forecasts. Speci￿cally, like for the US
SPF, panelists assign probabilities to the forecast variable falling into pre-speci￿ed ranges,
i.e. a probability forecast in the form of a histogram.3 This section focuses in some detail
on the key features that are fundamental for our purpose of investigating the reporting
practices of professional forecasters in macroeconomic surveys. A full description of the
history, background and characteristics of the ECB￿ s SPF can be found in Garc￿a [2003].
Several features of the ECB￿ s SPF help improve the comparison between the point and
probability forecasts with respect to the (US) SPF. First, in every survey round the ECB￿ s
SPF requests forecasts over ￿xed-length horizons of one and two years ahead.4 In terms of
available information those ￿xed-length horizons largely compensate for the short sample
since its inception in 1999.5 Second, the ECB￿ s SPF also requests point estimates and
probability forecasts over a longer horizon (￿ve years ahead). This allows for assessing the
robustness of the important results of Engelberg et al. [2007] and Clements [2007] for the
US SPF by comparing point predictions and central tendencies of probability forecasts
at short and longer horizons. Third, the ECB￿ s SPF requests that probability mass be
allocated within half-a-percentage-point intervals rather than the full-percentage intervals
of the US SPF questionnaire. That width allows for computing tighter bounds for the
central tendencies of the probabilistic forecasts, thereby allowing for a closer comparison
with the reported point predictions. Finally, the ECB￿ s SPF has requested panelists
to report point predictions for the same horizons as the probability forecasts since its
inception, so the comparison can be carried out for the whole sample available.6
Table 1 provides a description of the ECB￿ s SPF data that we use in our analysis.
3To our knowledge, the US SPF, the ECB￿ s SPF, the SPF of the Monetary Authority of Singapore
and the Survey of External Forecasters (SEF) conducted by the Bank of England are the only surveys
requesting probability forecasts on a regular basis.
4The US SPF only requests probability forecasts for the current and the next calendar year. Calendar-
year horizons are less suitable for our purpose here because forecasts have di⁄erent horizons every quarter.
5Other limitations of the short sample available cannot be overcome. For instance, Engelberg et al.
[2007] also investigate the persistence of reporting practices by tracking forecasters over their 1992-2005
sample.
6One of the reasons why Engelberg et al. [2007] restrict their sample to the period from 1992 onwards
is that before 1981 US SPF panelists only provided price level forecasts, which are not directly comparable
with the probability forecasts.11
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Speci￿cally, we analyse forecasts over three di⁄erent horizons: one year ahead, two year
ahead, and the longer-term horizon of ￿ve years ahead. Despite using only seven years
of data (1999Q1-2006Q4), for one-year and two-year-ahead horizons we base our results
on approximately 1,400 point and probability forecasts. As in 1999 and 2000 long-term
expectations were only requested in the ￿rst quarter surveys, and there are less replies
reporting long than short-term forecasts every survey round, the number of available
observations for the ￿ve-year-ahead horizon is somewhat lower. Both for GDP growth
and in￿ ation our results for long-term forecasts are nonetheless based on almost 1,000
observations.
3 Comparing individual point predictions and the central
tendencies of probability forecasts
Forecasts are, by nature, probabilistic statements. A subjective probability forecast should
therefore underpin survey point predictions. In the SPF questionnaires (and in the surveys
commissioned by other institutions and companies) forecasters are however not asked to
provide any speci￿c feature of their subjective probability distribution. The ECB￿ s SPF
questionnaire for example simply requests a ￿point estimate￿ .7 In terms of the underlying
distribution, the natural candidates for those point estimates from the perspective of
probability theory are the mean, the median, and, under certain circumstances, the mode.
Strictly speaking, however, what the reported point predictions represent is unclear.
This paper compares the ECB￿ s SPF point predictions and the probability forecasts.
We would like to stress that our comparison of the survey point predictions and the central
tendencies of the probability distributions focuses on their internal consistency. We seek
evidence on the reporting practices of forecasters under the assumption that both point
predictions and the probability distributions are given careful deliberation and re￿ ect
the true forecasts of panelists. To evaluate the information content of those two pieces
of information, we estimate central tendency measures of the panelists￿subjective density
forecasts using the methodology of Garc￿a and Manzanares [2007]. The next section brie￿ y
describes our methodology and Appendix A provides further technical details.
7See http://www.ecb.int/stats/pdf/spfquestionnaire.pdf for a sample questionnaire.12
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3.1 Estimating central tendency measures from the SPF histograms
To estimate central tendencies (and higher-order moments) of the SPF probability fore-
casts, we follow recent literature and ￿t a continuous density to the SPF histograms.
Our methodology however departs from existing approaches in two fundamental aspects,
namely the choice of a ￿tting criterion and the choice of underlying density.
As ￿tting criterion we propose a small departure from maximum likelihood estimation.
The reason behind our choice is that extracting reliable risk measures from the SPF his-
tograms requires an e¢ cient and robust estimator. We interpret the SPF histograms as a
discretised version of the (true) density forecast. We assume that the discretisation re￿ ects
how many ￿draws￿from the true density lie within each of the pre-speci￿ed intervals in
the questionnaire, and therefore interpret the reported probabilities as the realisation of
a multinomial random variable. In this context, least squares, the ￿tting criterion usu-
ally employed in existing literature on SPF data, is not e¢ cient. In addition, we search
for a robust ￿tting criterion. Although these estimators provide the desired large sample
properties, more robust power distance estimators however underperform with respect to
maximum likelihood estimation in terms of e¢ ciency in small samples (in our context
small number of draws). We therefore choose our ￿tting criterion within that family of
estimators taking into account the small sample properties of the power divergence esti-
mators and the characteristics of the SPF data. An inspection of the SPF data suggests
that (numerical) robustness to inliers (i.e. intervals with much lower observed probability
than the theoretical density suggests, for example related to rounding) is fundamental.
Monte Carlo simulations speci￿cally designed to match those particularities of the SPF
data con￿rm that a small departure from maximum likelihood estimation seems optimal
for the SPF data, in line with existing results (Lindsay [1994], Cressie and Read [1988]).
As underlying density we employ a potentially skewed distribution, Azzalini￿ s [1985]
skew-normal family. Although recent SPF work neglects it, skewness is a crucial feature
of any forecast. For the comparison with the point forecasts in particular, the presence of
skewness in the probability forecasts is fundamental because the mean, the median and
the mode of the density forecast di⁄er, thereby increasing the potential options for the re-
ported point predictions. Moreover, if the SPF probability forecasts are skewed, neglecting
asymmetries in the theoretical density leads to biased estimates for the central tendency
measures. Monte Carlo evidence con￿rms that these two methodological contributions
lead to signi￿cant accuracy gains in the estimation of the central tendency measures from
the SPF histograms.13
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3.2 Point predictions and central tendencies of probability forecasts
The comparison of the estimated central tendencies of the probability forecasts and the
reported point predictions provides two key results. First, point estimates often di⁄er
from the mean/median/mode of the corresponding probability distributions. Second, on
average, the discrepancies between the point predictions and the central tendencies show
a systematic sign for each variable. Speci￿cally, point predictions have a favourable bias,
i.e. compared with the central tendencies of the probability forecasts the reported point
forecasts tend to be too high for real GDP growth and too low for in￿ ation.
Figure 1 shows the (cross-sectional) distribution of reporting biases (di⁄erences be-
tween the individual point prediction and the mean of the corresponding probability fore-
cast). Panels A, B and C respectively display the reporting biases for one-year, two-years
and ￿ve-year-ahead forecasts. The left column shows the bias in in￿ ation forecasts and
the right one in the growth forecast.
These histograms illustrate the two results mentioned above, namely the presence of
a reporting bias in the point predictions and its favourable sign. The average reporting
bias of in￿ ation point predictions is negative for the three horizons (-0.08%, -0.06% and
-0.02% respectively for forecasts one year, two years and ￿ve years ahead). Consistent with
those average biases, 73%, 64% and 57% of the in￿ ation point predictions are found below
the mean of the corresponding probability forecast. In contrast, for growth forecasts, the
average reporting bias of point predictions is positive for the three horizons (0.01%, 0.04%
and 0.05% respectively).
Furthermore, our ￿nding of a favourable reporting bias in the point predictions is also
robust across the three main location measures suggested by probability theory, namely
the mean, the median and the mode. Indeed, the results for the estimated median and the
estimated mode of the probability forecasts are similar: for example, as regards in￿ ation
forecasts, the average reporting bias for the median and the mode are respectively -0.07%
and -0.04% one year ahead, -0.04% and -0.02% two year ahead and -0.02% in both cases ￿ve
years ahead. In addition to their favourable bias, these results show that the reported point
predictions are likely to be a heterogeneous set of central tendencies. This heterogeneity
casts doubt on the use of the average of the reported point predictions to summarise the
results of each survey round.
Our results provide strong support for existing ￿ndings of a favourable reporting bias
in the point predictions of the US SPF. Engelberg et al. [2007] and Clements [2007] report
inconsistencies between point and probability forecasts for GDP growth and in￿ ation one
year ahead. We use an alternative methodology to estimate the central tendencies of the
probability forecasts, and also show that the favourable reporting bias holds at longer14
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forecast horizons. As an additional robustness check, in Appendix B we provide a further
comparison between the ECB￿ s SPF point predictions and the central tendencies of the
probability forecasts based on a non-parametric analysis. The presence of a favourable
reporting bias in point predictions also holds for the two variables and across forecast
horizons.8 We therefore conclude that the presence of a favourable bias is an intrinsic
feature of the forecasters￿reporting practices.9
The size of the average bias appears to be limited, but Figure 1 also shows that the
average biases conceal signi￿cant individual reporting biases with respect to the mean of
the probability forecasts. Discrepancies of 0.2% are quite common in our sample. Formally,
for the in￿ ation forecasts, the standard deviation of the reporting biases is about 0.16, and
somewhat higher, at about 0.18, for growth forecasts, for both variables constant across
forecast horizons. Moreover, again, bias dispersion holds for the mode and the median
of the probability forecasts.10 Note that this evidence re￿ ects the results over 28 survey
rounds. The presence of a favourable reporting bias and its dispersion over that sample
make it worth investigating the impact of the individual reporting bias in the aggregate
survey results published every survey round.
4 Reporting biases and the aggregate survey results
We now investigate the quantitative impact of the individual reporting biases on the ag-
gregate survey results regularly published after each survey round. For euro area surveys,
the common practice to summarise the survey results is to average the individual point
predictions. The reporting biases found in individual point predictions warns against
such a practice for two main reasons. First, from a conceptual point of view, individ-
ual point predictions may re￿ ect di⁄erent location measures depending on the reporting
preferences of the forecaster. Previous sections show that, on average, individual point
predictions cannot be taken as the mean/median/mode of their corresponding probability
8Non-parametric analyses use the histograms to obtain lower and upper bounds for the
mean/median/mode. Focusing on the mean, out of the 1,539 in￿ ation point forecasts one-year ahead
in our sample, 172 (i.e. about 11%) were out of the bounds for the means of their density forecast, more
than 80% of them below the lower bound. For the 1,493 growth forecasts one year ahead, 183 (i.e. 12%)
were out of bounds, 60% above. Furthermore, survey point forecasts are also biased across longer forecast
horizons: for forecasts ￿ve years ahead, 11% of in￿ ation forecasts and 14% of growth forecasts are out of
bounds for the mean forecast, 65% below for the case of in￿ ation and 80% above for growth. Appendix B
provides further results.
9Engelberg et al. [2007] also provide evidence against ￿rounding￿practices driving these ￿ndings.
10The standard deviation of the reporting biases for the median is similar to that of the mode, around
0.15 in the in￿ ation forecasts and 0.17 in the growth forecasts. For the mode, dispersion is signi￿cantly
higher, around 0.21 and 0.30 in in￿ ation and growth forecasts respectively.15
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forecasts. Averaging the reported point predictions without precise knowledge of the cen-
tral tendency they represent most likely leads to an aggregation across di⁄erent location
measures, a number with di¢ cult, if any, logical interpretation. Second, from a practical
point of view, the presence of a favourable bias at individual level casts doubts on the
usual practice of averaging the reported point predictions. Focusing on the probability
distributions solves those two problems.
We compare the average of the point predictions with two alternative measures of
combined forecasts based on the means of the probability forecasts. First, we consider
the mean of the combined (or aggregate) probability forecast. The aggregate probability
distribution is the average of the histograms reported by the panelists and is also regularly
reported after each survey round. We focus on its mean rather than on other location
measures because, in the case of the ECB￿ s SPF, it is the average of the point forecasts
(not the median as in the US SPF) what is usually reported after each survey round.
Second, as a robustness check, we consider the average of the means of the individual
probability forecasts.
In Figure 2, Panel A shows the quarterly pro￿le of the three alternative measures of
combined expectations for in￿ ation and GDP growth one year ahead. The strong comove-
ment between the alternative measures, for both variables, is visible in the chart. The
bars depicting the di⁄erence between the average of point predictions and the mean of
the combined distribution however suggest a distinct impact of the individual reporting
bias across variables. The average of point predictions provides a systematical, although
time-varying, downward bias (of about -0.1% on average). The favourable reporting bias
in individual point predictions also leads to a downward bias in their average every sur-
vey round. This downward bias is particularly important because, during the review
period, forecasts for euro area in￿ ation have tended to under-predict actual in￿ ation out-
comes. The fact that persistent in￿ ation under-prediction has not led to a correction in
the (favourable) reporting bias reinforces the conclusion that such biases seem an intrinsic
feature of forecasters￿reporting practices that cannot be overlooked. In contrast to in￿ a-
tion forecasts, point and the probability-based combined growth forecasts one year ahead
di⁄er in many survey rounds but there is a similar number of upward and downward biases,
with no systematical sign in the bias.
The analysis over di⁄erent forecast horizons reveals additional distortions in the infor-
mation provided by the average of the point predictions, particularly for long-term in￿ ation
expectations. Panel B displays the combined forecast measures two years ahead. The av-
erage of point predictions shows a systematical favourable bias, with combined in￿ ation
forecasts persistently lower and combined growth forecasts higher than the probability
forecasts suggest. Panel C shows that di⁄erences between point and probability-based16
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measures of combined forecasts also persist over longer horizons. For in￿ ation, the aver-
age of point predictions is systematically biased downwards. Importantly, however, point
and probability-based measures of longer-term in￿ ation expectations, in addition to dif-
fering in the level, move in diverging directions at times, exhibiting a low correlation of
about 0.6. This low correlation, on top of the presence of the level bias, undermines the
reliability of point-based averages in monitoring of long-term in￿ ation expectations.
As regards long-term growth, the favourable bias we ￿nd at individual level makes
the average of point predictions at survey frequency be biased upwards. Yet, the point
and probability-based combined forecasts do exhibit a fairly strong comovement (their
correlation is about 0.97). Therefore, level bias aside, their signal in terms of the direction
of changes in expectations appears to be consistent with the probability-based measures,
in contrast to the case of long-term in￿ ation expectations.
Overall, our results suggest that the reporting biases found in the individual point
predictions also bias the average of point predictions in every survey round. The size
and characteristics of the bias vary over survey rounds and forecast horizons, but, overall,
appear to be more important for in￿ ation forecasts than for growth forecasts. Indeed, our
results suggest that the use of survey point predictions leads to di⁄erences in the level
of in￿ ation expectations. These di⁄erences are quantitatively and qualitatively important
for anybody interested in monitoring developments in long-term in￿ ation expectations.
5 Asymmetries in forecasts and reporting biases
The previous sections report the presence of substantial inconsistencies between the point
predictions and the probability forecasts of the ECB￿ s SPF panelists. This section brie￿ y
discusses some of the leading explanations for the presence of those inconsistencies and
provides some additional evidence based on the potential asymmetries present in the SPF
probability forecasts.11
One potential explanation for the tendency to report favourable point forecasts is
that forecasters￿loss functions are asymmetric. Patton and Timmermann [2007] show
that, given certain plausible conditions, the optimal point forecast under asymmetric loss
may well be a quantile of probability distribution rather than the mean. For example,
if a forecaster weights the costs of over-prediction more heavily than the costs of under-
prediction, this could explain the reporting of lower in￿ ation point forecasts than the mean
11Ehrbeck and Waldmann [1996], or Ottaviani and Sorensen [2006] stressed that forecasters may strate-
gically choose not to report their true beliefs to attract media attention, for reputational considerations,
etc. Those incentives seem less relevant for SPF participants, because the surveys are conducted by central
banks, replies remain anonymous and media tends to focus on the combined forecasts and not on individual
￿gures, but our ￿ndings may also call for investigation along those lines.17
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of the probability forecast. Finding supporting evidence for asymmetries in the forecasters￿
loss functions is hard: the loss functions are unobservable and their characteristics have
to be assumed, which may lead to a lack of robustness in the conclusions.12
An alternative explanation that has received less attention so far is that the panelists￿
density forecasts can be asymmetric. If the density forecast is asymmetric, the mean,
the mode and the median di⁄er, and the di⁄erences directly depend on the degree of
asymmetry of the distribution. Given that forecasters are not requested to provide any
speci￿c central tendency measure as point prediction, di⁄erent panelists may choose to
report di⁄erent measures of central tendency even for symmetric loss functions. For a given
asymmetric density forecast, the optimal point prediction under a (standard) quadratic
loss function would be the mean of the density forecast, but it could be di⁄erent from the
mean under other symmetric loss functions (for example it would be the median under
the so-called L1 loss function).
By moving beyond the assumption of symmetry when modeling the distributions un-
derlying the SPF histograms, the presence of asymmetries in the density forecasts can
however be investigated empirically. As described in Section 3.1, we follow here Garc￿a
and Manzanares [2007] methodology, which, by ￿tting a potentially skewed distribution to
the reported histograms, can capture potential asymmetries present in the SPF probability
forecasts.
Figure 3 depicts the degree of asymmetry in the individual density forecasts (x-axis)
and the individual reporting bias (distance from the point prediction) for the mean (Panel
A) and the mode (Panel B) of the probability forecasts (y-axis). We use here in￿ ation
expectations for the intermediate horizon of two years ahead as an illustration, but results
hold for the three forecast horizons. If all the panelists were reporting the mean of their
distributions, the points in Panel A should be evenly distributed with respect to the
horizontal axis while a positive relationship should be appreciated in Panel B. Inversely
should all forecasters report the mode of their distributions, Panel A would exhibit a
negative relationship while Panel B would appear balanced.
Looking at the results for the mean, a negative relationship could be observed between
the size of the reporting bias (with respect to the mean) and the skewness of the proba-
bility distributions. Speci￿cally, negative skewness is associated with large (and positive)
reporting biases with respect to the mean of the distribution, while (strongly) positive skew
is associated to negative values for the reporting bias. Taking the distance mean minus
mode as a proxy for the skew of the distribution, those results would then be consistent
12For instance, CapistrÆn and Timmermann [2006] provide supporting evidence for asymmetric loss
functions, while Clements [2007] ￿nds that the presence of asymmetric loss functions can explain only a
relatively minor part of the favourable bias of the point forecasts in the US SPF data.18
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with some forecasters reporting the mode rather than the mean of their (asymmetric)
density forecasts. Panel B however also warns against concluding that panelists report the
mode of their distributions. Indeed, Panel B shows a positive relationship between the
value of the reporting bias (with respect to the mode) and the skewness of the probability
distributions. This evidence suggests that some panelists may report the mean of their
distributions while others may report the mode, thereby leading to an heterogeneous set
of point predictions. Again, averaging those point predictions results in a measure di¢ cult
to interpret as a combined forecast.
6 Concluding remarks
This paper has analysed the reporting practices of participants in the ECB￿ s Survey of
Professional Forecasters by comparing their point predictions and the central tenden-
cies of their probability forecasts. We ￿nd that point estimates often di⁄er from the
mean/median/mode of the corresponding probability distributions, and that discrepan-
cies tend to present favourable scenarios, i.e. too high growth and too low in￿ ation rates.
These results support recent ￿ndings for the short-term forecasts from the US SPF. Fur-
thermore, our ￿ndings are robust across forecast horizons, and across methodologies to
estimate the central tendencies of the SPF probability forecasts. We therefore conclude
that those two features are intrinsic features of the reporting practices of survey partici-
pants.
For survey users, these results have two important implications. First, researchers,
market participants, central banks and the general public should be aware that the inter-
pretation of the published aggregate results is far from straightforward. For example, we
show that survey users interested in monitoring in￿ ation expectations over time should
take into account that, by focusing on the average of point predictions, they could be
monitoring a level of long-term in￿ ation expectations that is biased downwards. Second,
our results strengthen the case for focusing on the probabilistic forecasts as advocated by
Engelberg et al. [2007] based on their US SPF analysis. From the probability forecasts
we can calculate more reliable estimates of the combined forecast. Furthermore, we can
also gauge the uncertainty and asymmetries in perceived risks surrounding the baseline
forecast, which will improve our understanding of many economic phenomena.
We would like to stress that our results should not be interpreted as suggesting that
survey data are fundamentally ￿ awed and should be discarded. Much to the contrary, a key
message from our results is that further research on the reporting practices of forecasters
is very much needed. Evidence on a favourable reporting bias is available for two major
surveys that request both point and probability forecasts for macroeconomic variables (see19
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Engelberg et al. [2007], Clements [2007] for the US SPF, and this paper for the ECB￿ s
SPF) and, to a lesser extent, for the Bank of England￿ s Survey of External Forecasters
(SEF) (see Boero et al. [2006] ). Providing an explanation for those reporting practices
is beyond the scope of this paper, but our results also suggest that future research should
consider the potential role of asymmetries in the probability forecasts. Further research
on this topic should consider robustness to the necessary assumptions to ￿nd evidence of
asymmetries in either forecasters￿loss functions or forecasters￿density forecasts, or both,
which could help explain the stylised facts reported here.
Our results also have implications for the institutions commissioning macroeconomic
surveys. These institutions should ask their panelists to report more speci￿c informa-
tion about their forecasts, preferably requesting probability forecasts or, at least, detailed
information on their reporting practices. This additional information should enable the
publication of more reliable measures of combined forecasts. Surveys are widely used for
a variety of purposes and are likely to be used further in the near future. Further research
and additional information from the panelists are key to strengthen even further the use
of survey data.20
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Appendix A: Estimating central tendency measures from the
SPF probability distributions
This appendix draws on Garc￿a and Manzanares [2007a] and describes our methodology to
analyse the SPF probability forecasts. The ECB￿ s SPF asks panelists to assign probability
to future in￿ ation falling within some predetermined intervals. The subjective probability
forecasts are therefore reported in the form of histograms. As part of the published survey
results, the individual histograms are aggregated across panelists to construct a combined
probability forecast, which re￿ ects the average probability assigned to each interval in
every survey round.
We interpret the SPF histograms as a discretised version of an unknown density fore-
cast, fk; of each forecaster k = 1;:::;K . A thorough analysis of the information content
of the SPF probability forecasts requires to elicit the underlying density forecast from the
reported frequencies. In theory, the probabilities assigned to each survey interval should
correspond to the integrals of the underlying density function pik :=
R ￿i
￿i￿1 fk(x)dx over
each of the intervals (￿i￿1;￿i), i = 1;:::;I, where ￿0:=￿1; and ￿I:=1: In practice, how-
ever, it is unlikely that survey participants discretisise their subjective density forecast by
computing those integrals.
As a working assumption, we interpret the reported probabilities as the proportion of
￿random draws￿sampled from the subjective density forecast that lie within each of the
intervals (￿i￿1;￿i). Without loss of generality, we assume that the unknown density func-
tion fk belongs to a suitable parametric family of distributions f%k where %k 2 ￿ ￿ Rr
and r is the number of parameters characterising the family. Formally, we interpret the
probabilities assigned to each interval by the kth forecaster (fb pikg, i = 1;:::;I) as realisa-
tions of a multinomial random variable with I classes. In this multinomial framework, the
observed frequencies are a su¢ cient statistic for estimating the theoretical probabilities.
A.1. The choice of ￿tting criterion
The inference problem is to ￿nd the parameters of the unknown density function to match
the reported frequencies of the SPF histograms. We base our choice of ￿tting criterion on
its properties to handle the peculiarities of the SPF data. To estimate the parameters of the
unknown density function and match the frequencies in the SPF histograms, long-sample
properties (consistency, asymptotic normality and asymptotic e¢ ciency) are desirable, but
the robustness of the estimator in small samples is crucial.
Recent work estimating parametric densities from the SPF histograms (Giordani and
S￿derlind [2003], Rich and Tracy [2006], Engelberg et al. [2007], D￿ Amico and Orphanides
[2006]) uses least squares as ￿tting criterion, i.e. minimising the sum of the squared21
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deviations between the theoretical and the observed probabilities over the set of intervals.
For the SPF data, the LS criterion (although consistent) is however not e¢ cient. The LS
criterion assigns equal weight to the ￿tting errors for each interval. An e¢ cient criterion
would instead assign di⁄erent weights to the ￿tting errors depending on the probability
assigned to each interval, thereby exploiting the bell shape structure of the SPF histograms
to improve the estimation. In this multinomial framework, maximum likelihood suggests
using the Pearson Chi-Square criterion.
To improve the robustness of the estimator in the context of multinomial distributions,
Cressie and Read [1988] consider departures from maximum likelihood estimation within
the family of ￿power divergence estimators￿ . Indexed by the parameter ￿ 2 R; the family















Although these estimators provide the desired large sample properties, more robust
power distance estimators underperform with respect to maximum likelihood estimation
in terms of e¢ ciency in small samples (in our context a small number of draws). We
therefore choose our ￿tting criterion (i.e. the optimal ￿) within that family of estimators
taking into account the small sample properties of the power divergence estimators and
the characteristics of the SPF data. We ￿nd that a positive, though relatively low, value
of the parameter ￿ (￿ = 0:2) seems optimal for the SPF data, in line with existing results
(Lindsay [1994], Cressie and Read [1988]).
A.2. The theoretical density function: the skew-normal
The second novelty of our methodology is the choice of a potentially skewed density func-
tion: the skew-normal distribution (see Azzalini [1985]), a relatively parsimonious density
function (fully de￿ned by three parameters) that provides a direct one-to-one mapping
between its three parameters and the mean, variance and skewness of the distribution.
Importantly for our purposes in this paper, the Skew-Normal class, though very ￿ exible in
its shape, always remains unimodal, and its median lies between the mean and the mode.
The Skew-Normal class SN(￿) is built, as in the case of normal distributions, by
shifting and resealing a standard distribution with density function de￿ned as f￿(z) :=
2’(z)￿(￿z), z 2 R, where ’ and ￿ are the standard normal density and distribution
functions, respectively, and ￿ 2 R is the shape parameter (note that ￿=0 is just the
14The Chi-Square criteria of Pearson and Neyman, the Hellinger distance, and the Kullbach-Leibler
divergence for instance belong to this family of estimators. It a can also be shown that maximum likelihood
is a limiting case of this family when ￿ !0:22
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standard normal). A general random variable Y is said to be skew-normal distributed
when it can be written as




















into account the small sample properties and robustness of the ￿tting criterion is partic-
ularly important in the analysis of the SPF data. Our approach, being robust to data
inliers, can be uniformly applied across the panel of forecasters thereby providing a coher-
ent analysis of all the data available. Previous research has instead often been forced to
make additional assumptions for the estimation of the densities of those forecasters who
￿ll in a low number of intervals in the questionnaire, thereby employing several di⁄erent
approaches across the panel of respondents.15
Appendix B: Non-parametric evidence on biases
The ECB￿ s SPF histograms do not fully describe the panelist￿ s subjective density forecast.
The reported probabilities however help bound the potential values of the central tendency
measures of those density forecasts. Speci￿cally, by placing all the probability mass as-
signed to each interval at its lower (upper) endpoint, the resulting weighted mean/median
can be taken as the lower (upper) bound for the central tendency in question.16 Finding
bounds for the mode is however more di¢ cult, because, in principle, interval data do not
de￿ne the mode of a distribution. In what follows we assume that the mode is contained
in the interval with the highest probability mass.
If the reported point forecasts lie within those probability bounds, the hypothesis that
the reported point forecast is the median/mean/mode cannot be rejected. Otherwise,
we can conclude that the reported point prediction does not correspond to the central
tendency measure. For each of the three forecast horizons (one year ahead, two years
ahead and the longer horizon of ￿ve years ahead) and the three central tendency mea-
sures (mean/median/mode), Table A1 reports the number and the percentage of cases
in which the panelists￿reported point predictions lie outside the bounds (on either side).
For example, the two entries in the row of the mean in the upper left corner for HICP
15For instance, Engelberg et al. [2007] chose a triangular distribution for those forecasters reporting
less than three bins and a beta distribution for the rest, and D￿ Amico and Orphanides [2006] proposed
to estimate mean uncertainty from the cumulative distribution of the standard deviations by means of a
gamma distribution truncated at low uncertainty values.
16Engelberg et al. [2007], Clements [2007] and Boero et al. [2006] also employ those assumptions.23
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in￿ ation forecasts 12 months ahead, which are 172 and 11%, mean that 172 reported point
estimates, that is 11% of all point forecasts for that horizon in our sample, were outside
the bounds for the means calculated using the reported probabilities.
Table A1 gives three key pieces of evidence. First, about 10% of the reported point
predictions are not consistent with the bounds for the mean/median/mode. Second, incon-
sistent point predictions are reported for both forecast variables. Finally, inconsistencies
arise both at short and at longer horizons: the proportion of reported point forecasts out-
side the bounds implied by the probability distributions of the ECB￿ s SPF is quite similar
for the three horizons. For example, 11%, 9% and 11% of in￿ ation point predictions are
outside the bounds for the mean at the one-year, two-year and ￿ve-year-ahead horizons re-
spectively; for growth, those percentages are respectively 12%, 15% and 14%. The results
for the median and the mode of the distribution also share those patterns.17
The inconsistencies re￿ ect a ￿favourable￿reporting bias. With respect to the corre-
sponding interval bounds based on the probability forecasts, the reported point forecasts
tend to be below for in￿ ation and above for GDP growth rates (see Table A2). Moreover,
favourable reporting is present both at short and at long-term forecast horizons. In the
case of the bounds for the mean, for each of the three horizons 84%, 64% and 65% of the
inconsistencies found in in￿ ation forecasts correspond to point predictions below the lower
bound, while 56%, 74% and 81% of the inconsistent growth forecasts are above the upper
bound.18
17The mode shows a lower number of inconsistencies but this just re￿ ects the wider bounds for the mode
than for the mean/median when the highest probability is assigned to more than one questionnaire bin.
18The results for the mode of growth distributions are somewhat contradictory, but they re￿ ect the
di¢ culties to bound the mode satisfactorily. As shown in the main text, the direct estimation of the mode
supports the presence of a favourable reporting bias.24
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Table 1: Description of the ECB￿ s SPF data, 1991Q1-2006Q4
In￿ ation forecasts
12 months ahead 24 months ahead Five years ahead
No. of observations￿ 1,539 1,397 972
Average per round 49 44 38
Real GDP growth forecasts
Four quarters ahead Eight quarters ahead Five years ahead
No. of observations￿ 1,493 1,358 975
Average per round 47 43 38
￿Number of replies providing both point and probability forecasts.
Table A1: Inconsistencies between point predictions and bounds
Panel A: In￿ ation forecasts
12 months ahead 24 months ahead Five years ahead
Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage
Mean 172 11% 127 9% 109 11%
Median 128 8% 96 7% 58 6%
Mode 87 6% 80 6% 41 4%
Panel B: Real GDP growth forecasts
Four quarters ahead Eight quarters ahead Five years ahead
Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage
Mean 183 12% 210 15% 142 14%
Median 119 8% 150 11% 96 10%
Mode 86 6% 100 7% 54 5%27
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Table A2: Evidence of favourable bias in point predictions
In￿ ation forecasts
12 months ahead 24 months ahead Five years ahead
Above bound Below bound Above bound Below bound Above bound Below bound
Mean 16% 84% 36% 64% 35% 65%
Median 16% 84% 31% 69% 31% 69%
Mode 26% 74% 31% 69% 27% 63%
Real GDP growth forecasts
Four quarters ahead Eight quarters ahead Five years ahead
Above bound Below bound Above bound Below bound Above bound Below bound
Mean 56% 44% 74% 26% 81% 19%
Median 50% 50% 66% 34% 71% 29%
Mode 35% 65% 41% 59% 41% 59%28
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Figure 1: Distribution of individual reporting biases 
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Note: X-axis figures in percentages. The reporting bias is calculated as the reported point prediction minus the mean of the corresponding 
probability forecast. The mean is estimated by fitting a continuous density to the SPF histograms following García and Manzanares 
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Figure 2. Point and probability-based measures of combined expectations 
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Figure 3: Forecast skew and reporting bias (point prediction minus central tendency) 
Panel A: Mean  Panel B: Mode 
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